
"Germany and the World
at the Dawn of 2004"
Report of a Listening Post
held in January

The Group in Germany consisted of 16 participants, five of whom were men. The 
majority of the participants is employed in the sphere of social work or psychology; 
there were also an architect, a senior school teacher, a vicar and three economists. Four 
members have reached pension age, but have continued to work in either a professional 
or voluntary capacity. Three were foreigners who have been living in the Federal 
Republic of Germany for at least thirty years. The group thus tended towards the 
mature, the youngest members being in their early forties. These factors may well have 
influenced our perception and conclusions.

In the course of the session it became clear that there were various topics of central 
importance where correlation was apparent; it was, however, difficult to point out one 
specific theme to subsume all subordinate ones: A lot of contributions mentioned the 
immense speed of the current way of life. People feel compulsion to take dynamic 
action, without the requisite time for preliminary consideration, a state not to be 
confused with the feeling of spontaneity.

"Shit" cell-phones influence the communication process. One example was of a family of 
four on holiday at breakfast, each of whom was conducting a

simultaneous telephone conversation with another partner on his cell-phone. The 
situation shows the flight from here and now and the consequent fragmentation of 
communication. There appears to be a change in one's capacity to endure insecurity, 
resulting in an increased need of greater security.

So much is changing so rapidly that we cannot handle and cope with the necessary 
information. The latter often tends to be superficial. In turn the superficial serves as a 
mask to conceal insecurity both to our own eyes and to the environment. We have come 
to feel powerless and infantilized. A climate of impotence is spreading. Hand in hand 
there is fury pent up against the "father figures", the politicians we have elected, and 
against their dilettante attitudes and negligent actions lacking consideration for any 
consequences. We wondered if our own impotence might also somehow be connected to 
unrealistic demands on politicians that they should take care of us, i.e. that we are 
dealing with the projection of an omnipotent caring good object.

The climate of imposed acceleration may cause a restriction or loss of inner space in the 
individual that is essential for refuge or regeneration. Much was made of an emotionally 
intense reference to the experience of being a father, playing with children and the 
children's room as refuge. Apparently, this mutual occupation is just as important for 
adults as for children. Creating and working on a father and child relationship is 
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something that responds to active participation and should not be lost. But even here 
there can be no ultimate security that children are being given what is just right. 
Nevertheless there was consent that it must be attempted and insecurity has to be 
endured.

Fear of proximity and fear of emotional involvement seem to be the rule. Politicians and 
management staff appear to make decisions without the slightest worry about their 
consequences. Decisions are made on the basis of formal criteria without recourse to the 
effects of the people concerned. An analogy was obvious when school students preferred 
purely formal analysis of lyrical poems. Yet in contrast to the adult professional sphere, 
the school students were apparently able to express their need for emotions when 
encouraged by their teacher. This opens a more hopeful perspective for the future. 
Could it be that the lack of relationships that we lament may be a topic of different 
generations? Could it be that the young people have a different approach to 
relationships in their perception and their conduct as the school teacher described? Are 
the young developing other modes of behaviour so that they seek protection or 
involvement after an initial analysis of where they stand?

What sort of frogs are we? Are we like the frogs that do not realise how the surrounding 
water is constantly getting a little hotter and hotter until the stage of being crippled or 
even boiled, or like the others that keep kicking so hard in a pond of milk that the milk 
turns into butter onto which the frogs rescue themselves. There is much to be said for 
taking the latter position.

Many contributions centred around the idea that change, insecurity towards the future, 
need for security and the disturbances in communication are far from new 
developments. Why should these ideas have now become so significant at this moment?

On January 1st 2004 a new Health Reform Act was implemented to cut costs; for months 
it has caused deep worry in the whole country and was explicitly referred to in the 
session; it stands as a symbol of countless similar national measures taken by the 
present government as well as for the current condition of society.

The phenomenon of an ageing society and the concurrent reduction of the young  cf. 
the participants of the group  represents an unprecedented undeniable challenge that 
has never before had to be met by either individuals or by society.

Hypothesis: the rapid increase in the ageing process of society with all its corollaries  
standing one's ground, preferring to refute that change is unavoidable - is reaching for 
our consciousness in mysterious ways. There is much talk about children: playing with 
children, as an escape, as responsibility of the father not to play idealised roles, but to 
reveal himself in the tension of a whole range of societal roles. People who play with 
children merely to regenerate their own spent strength run the risk of exploiting the 
children. This heated discussion finally brought the insight that childhood also stands for 
the "childhood" of this society that is coming to an end. Until now we have been able to 
depend on a "childhood" position, i.e. a condition in which we can assume that others - 
e.g. the State, society - would take care that everything continues in a reliable routine. 
We are, however, becoming aware that we too must now become adults, must assume 
responsibility. To put it briefly, there has been a tendency to ignore, that our lives are 
involved in permanent process of change.
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Has the time come to face the challenge or shall we take refuge in the kids' playroom? 
What exactly are we trying to clear up? Is it feasible for us to overcome this denial, to 
accept change as necessary and normal and develop the capacity to assume critical 
responsibility for the situation that has left us disgruntled and overwhelmed and submit 
ourselves to new experience?

To approach all this we shall have to learn to endure irreconcilable tension between our 
current ideals and reality. Both idealisation or demonization of politicians and other 
responsible figures are mere projections that have to be withdrawn in order to develop 
personal responsible activity. This functions only where we develop awareness of the 
consequences of what we ourselves perform. This is insolubly connected to opening up 
emotional involvement. To develop and conserve this quality of being alive we require 
emotional space where experience is possible without pressure. This appeared to be the 
pre-requisite to facing change and thus assume a counterpart position to despair and 
helplessness: a counterpart that must be perpetually fought for and renewed.

Convenor and Author: Judy Ritter.
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